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abstract
The JRS-VUT team applied two approaches with quite complementary properties: One
with preprocessing and indexing (based on a bag-of-words approach using ColorSIFT),
and very fast query times (at most one minute), and the other doing no preprocessing at
all, but doing SIFT matching at query time, implemented on the GPU (but still significant
query times). The fast approach turned out to be not discriminative enough for this type of
queries, performing worse than on the TRECVID 2011 data set. The matching at query
time performs quite well overall, providing few but mostly correct results for many queries.
The performance varies among the different queries, depending significantly on the size
and structure of the query samples. We also experimented with fusing the results, by
ranking those found with high confidence using matching at query time on top, and filling
the list with the list obtained from the fast method. The fused results improve the results
for the majority of the queries. Nonetheless the mean AP overall queries is slightly lower,
due to the fact that a number of correct results from the matching at query time are
discarded for single queries.

Two Approaches
ColorSIFT BoW
index descriptors from database in advance

very short query times (<1min)

SIFT matching at query time
no preprocessing
extract and match SIFT descriptors extracted from
DoG points at query time
GPU accelerated matching, but still time consuming
(~10 hours/query)

Runs
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JRSVUT1: only indexed ColorSIFT, from densely sampled points
JRSVUT2: only SIFT matching at query time
JRSVUT3: fusion of top results of SIFT matching at query time and
indexed ColorSIFT from densely sampled points
JRSVUT4: fusion of top results of SIFT matching at query time and
the indexed ColorSIFT from DoG points.
Fusion method for runs 3 and 4
observation: top SIFT matches are very reliable

estimate threshold for SIFT results: score with the steepest gradient at
the lower third of score values
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Results (1)

Results (2)
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Indexed ColorSIFT
fast
not discriminative enough
performed worse than a very similar approach used for INS 2011

SIFT at query time
results for queries 9053, 9057 and 9058 are at or close to overall
best result.
issues with very low number of reliable interest (e.g., low
resolution query samples)
issues with not sufficiently discriminative feature points
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Number of hits found for run JRSVUT2
at rank 10, 30, 100 and 1000

Results (3)
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Person query had surprisingly good results, but
only because many occurrences are very similar
Fusion
for 9 queries, one or both fused runs yield slightly
better average precision
for 5 queries, too many correct results dropped
(threshold too high, ranking not discriminative around
threshold)

SIFT issues (details)
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Using only fields improved results
higher spread of scores between true and false matches

Low # interest points
Mercedes star (9048) and London underground logo (9052):
query samples with very low resolution.
Pepsi logo (9061) few interest points even on samples with
higher resolution

not sufficiently discriminative feature points
Stonehenge (9054) and Hoover Dam (9066) queries
many of the extracted feature descriptors have lots of matches

SIFT issues (details)
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both of those issues
Empire State building (9064)
Sears Tower (9055)

MacDonald’s logo (9067) is special case
samples contain differently illuminated versions of the logo.
descriptors rather capture the lighted areas on dark
background: many shots with different light effects

Example images using
Google image search
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Use text of search topic as query for Google
images search (under quotes), top 10 images
Pantheon interior

similar to provided examples (except for 2
engravings), similar performance (slightly worse)

Example images using
Google image search
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Mercedes star

MacDonald‘s arches

most are graphical/synthetic, only small
improvement

Conclusion
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Our bag-of-words approach was not discriminative
enough
SIFT matching a query time
performed very well for some queries
stricter verification did not help, as most problems due to low
number of feature points
Example images from Google image search yield similar results,
for “good” queries ranking is different, so fusion of the two could
further a little further improvement
Slow despite matching on GPU, but still room for optimisation
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